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Note from the Editor:
Whew, this year went by fast. Big thanks goes to Scott Youmans, for inspiring people to
write enough articles to put out a complete Cairn in less than 4 days!! Thanks for all of
you who contributed to this issue as well, of course.
This will be my first time in 5 years not being up for elections as a ROC officer. The club
has definitely grown significantly during my time at RPI---with the closure of the old
climbing wall, upgrade to electronic gear signout system, installation of network jacks in
the pit, building of the new (current) ROC wall, addition of mountain biking as an official
activity…. the list goes on and on.
It’s definitely time to pass the torch, so to say. With any luck, I’ll be finally done with all
my degrees at RPI by the end of this summer—who would have thought I’d be here for
11 years??? :-)
Mike
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Message from President:

ROCers,
Hello one last time! I hope everyone is enjoying the Spring weather and is getting ready
to switch over to summer gear and sports. By the time you’re reading this, a new set of
officers will be running the club… congratulations new leaders! Enjoy the experience!
Now is a great time to go out and enjoy the outdoors! The snow pack is strong in the
northern mountains and milder temperatures make for some great spring trips. At the
same time, rock climbing season is starting up and it is prime time to put the techniques
you’ve been working on in the Wall to use.
Speaking of the Wall, we’ve started working on a better organization system for the
holds, shoes, and other gear. If you’re interested in helping out with this effort (and
gaining some club service hours), please contact Nathan (gibson2@rpi.edu). Another
event worth noting is Spring Conference which is hosted by RIT from April 25th-27th. It’s
going to be a fun way to meet Outing Club people from other schools and a strong RPI
showing would be great.
There are quite a few openings in the Activity Chair positions that are worth considering.
Activity Chairs are responsible for purchasing and maintaining sport specific equipment
and ensuring that leaders are knowledgeable and up-to-date on their activities. Current
openings are in canoeing, caving, kayaking, x-c skiing, rafting, and mountain biking.
You don’t have to be an expert in the sport, just passionate! Announce your interests
during the New Business section of any meeting.
In this year’s first issue of the Cairn I warned you about fruit only trail mix (bad news).
In closing, I wanted to share with you the best trail mix recipe ever. I call it the Power
Six. Mix red M&Ms, green M&Ms, blue M&Ms, brown M&Ms, orange M&Ms, and yellow
M&Ms. Voila. Enjoy.
At this point, you should contact whomever the new President is for quality information
about the Club. But you can/should still send all kinds of crazy tales of adventure my
way (youmas@rpi.edu).
Scott
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Spring Break North Carolina!
by Adam Brown

For some reason I have yet to discover, on the Friday spring break started, I found
myself getting close with 4 other men as we crammed into Mike O’Herron’s 1998
Lincoln with about 400lbs of gear. While most of my friends were packing shorts and
suntan lotion in preparation for a wild spring break on some warm sandy beach, I was
gathering my wool socks and -20 degree sleeping bag. We were headed for North
Carolina, no not the Outer Banks. No, we were headed to some back woods campsite
with a gravel approach road with potholes that could swallow you whole. Our
destination was Brevard, North Carolina, home of Looking Glass Rock. Looking Glass
is a dome of granite that towered above the tree line in the middle of Pisgah National
forest.
Our first stop was Washington DC, where we met up with a ROC alumnus, Risa
Scott. She, seeming desperate for fellow RPI climber/nerd companionship, treated us
with venison, which she was “saving for company”. We decided to stop there because it
was going to rain the entire drive down, and 16 hours in the rain just to arrive at a wet
campsite is usually a recipe for bad moods (not to mention she was going to feed us
too). The next morning she brought us to her local indoor wall, which initially seemed
like a good idea, until we realized it was 40 minutes in the wrong direction and $18 more
expensive than cheap climber bums were willing to pay. We decided to get our
money’s worth though, and stayed longer than we probably should. This ensured we
would be driving around looking for a campsite we weren’t sure existed, in the dark, with
the best description of the site being something I vaguely remembered reading on an
online forum. We started the second leg of our journey, to Brevard North Carolina.
After the frustrating and somewhat sketchy process of finding the campsite we
found some space and crashed for the night. In the morning we woke to find Mike
returning from the cliff, voting that we skip breakfast and climb. With Dan Skellie as a
stalwart defender of all things involving eating, the rest of us decided we needed to go
buy food (we didn’t bring any food with us, we didn’t have enough room). We made it
back to the campsite by around noon, and proceeded to make our first journey to the
cliff. We discovered that most of the South Face and Sun Wall were completely
soaked, and were excited to hear the sound of crashing ice as the sun started warming
the face. We found a few routes to climb, which Mike set up for us to top rope, and
began to get a feel for the rock. The friction was excellent and the wall was slabby. For
the most part, the entire face was sloped in our favor. After some TRing, the five of us
split up. Matt Villani, Dan skellie and Mike Miller went to climb a multipitch 5.7, while
Mike O’Herron and I ventured to find a 5.9.
We found ourselves scrambling up to this sloped apron in order to start the first
pitch of “Tits and Beer” 5.9. The guidebook warned that before it was upgraded, it used
to be known as the hardest 5.8 in the world. As Mike began to lead the first pitch, he
started to realize that the “eyebrow” features that scarred the face, rarely took any gear,
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and he quickly found himself traversed roughly 30 feet from the anchor, with 1 piece of
gear in. This sketchy start convinced us to pack it up and head for camp. We found an
awesome camp site next to the approach trail that was enticing enough (and cut enough
off of the approach) that we
decided to haul all our
camping gear and food up to
the site. Mike and I loaded
at
the
car,
straining
ourselves with probably 80
lbs of gear each. The steep
trail was murderous, but we
miraculously made it intact.
Our campsite was located
on the other side of a
stream, which required the
use of a fallen log to bridge
the gap. Mike and I made
bets on who was going to
fall off the log first, the
favorite was Skellie. That
night while collecting firewood, Miller became the first and luckily only victim of the
crossing (the next day we started using a different log slightly further upstream that was
much bigger and easier to cross). That night, while drying off his shoes, Miller burnt the
shoelaces off one of his shoes when they got a little too close to the campfire. Luckily
Villani had bought a set of laces earlier in the day to repair his climbing shoes, and had
a spare lace.
The next day we proceeded to climb more, but we started to become bored with
the style of climbing. The moves were very repetitive, and though initially unique to us
Yankees, quickly became boring. We decided to leave for a new place, the Linville
gorge in northern North Carolina, but decided to get in one more day of climbing at
Looking Glass. That day, Skellie
led his first Trad climb, and set up
two top ropes.
The face we were on was
very windy, and it was cold and
miserable for those not climbing.
It was windy enough for Skellie to
lose a hat and Villani to lose a
pant leg (zip-off, which we later
found). Miller, O’Herron and I
decided to move to another area
to climb a route called Gemini, a
very tall 2 pitch 5.7 that had a fun
mix face and finger crack
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climbing. After that, we broke down the campsite and hauled it all back down the trail,
and found a way to pack all our gear, along with the food, into the car.
We left for the Linville gorge, and again arrived after dark and endured an
odyssey trying to find the camping area. We found a place that seemed to match the
description in the guidebook, but were too tired to really care about it, or to even set up
tents, so we just slept out. In the morning we realized that we sleeping next to the start
of a single track biking trail, and packed up quickly, unsure if it would be a problem if the
wrong people came along and saw us. We ventured further down another windy gravel
road, wondering what the deal with North Carolina and windy gravel roads was. We
happened upon a nice campsite, with the campfire still smoking from its previous
tenants.
We drove to the approach, only to find that the paved approach road was closed.
The gravel road was open… but the paved road was closed. We started our journey up
it, and realized that it was extremely long and extremely steep. At the top we found out
it was 1.45 miles to the parking area at the top. We were not pleased. Then we
continued on the trails, and followed the guidebook to find some routes to climb. The
place was like an Easter Egg hunt. Villani found a carabiner and After wandering
around, finding dirty chossy routes, with rivets that wouldn’t even hold body weight
instead of bolts, Miller, O’Herron and I decided to hike around a bit instead of climb,
while Skellie and Villani ventured off, determined to climb something. On our hike along
the ridge, we got some great views. Miller and I were a bit unnerved to find a “North
Carolina Bear Sanctuary” sign along
the trail, adding to some running jokes
about bears dragging us off into the
forest in the middle of the night.

Our last day found us TRing a 5.9 and
a 5.7, courtesy of Mike O’Herron once
again. I also had a chance to re-lead
the 5.7, and give Miller some good
examples of how not to place gear.
Afterwards, Skellie and I decided to do
our first multi-pitch lead on a nice 5.5.
Skellie led the first pitch and clipped his
brand new quickdraws into anything he
could clip, just so he could get use out
of them. I led the second pitch, which
was supposed to be a 5.5.
The
guidebook was vague about the route,
and I quickly found myself off route,
pulling moves I thought were well
above 5.5. I repeatedly yelled back to
Skellie and Miller, telling them that
something was definitely wrong and I
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was past the anchors. After about 80 ft of being absolutely terrified, and the most rope
drag I’ve ever seen, and one stuck number 9 stopper, I finally caught a glimmer of the
bolted anchors. The relief was immense as I clipped in my daisy chain and set up the
belay. I finally found the time to take a look at the spectacular view of the valley below.
That’s when I remembered, this is why I’m not on a warm sandy beach, why we drove
so far, and froze at night. It was all so worth it. Unfortunately, this was the only day I
forgot to bring my camera. Back home, we found out that the version I had led was a
5.9 instead of a 5.5. I was actually happy I went the wrong way; it was much more
exciting, though terrifying. It made for an excellent last climb of the trip.
On the way back we once again stopped in DC, and Risa let us use her glorious
shower so that we could actually be allowed to stay inside. Once again, the food was
delicious (corned beef for St. Patty’s day), the company was great, and the couches
were fantastic compared to pine needles. All in all, I think my spring break, though cold,
dirty, and smelly, was much better than a sunny beach in Cancun. Well… at least it
was better than Troy.

White Nose Syndrome Update
I was planning on writing an article on the
White Nose Syndrome, but there’s been so
much news coverage on it in recent
days/months that it seems unnecessary to
write yet another article on it. The one
sentence summary still holds: Mysterious bat
deaths in the Northeast US with the cause of
death and method of disease transmission
still unknown, with very high death rates at
infected sites.
Most recent (as of 3/25/08) news includes
many new bat sightings in western MA and mid-southern VT which probably means
there’s many more sites with infected bats than they knew of.
I’m hopeful that cavers will be exonerated of unknowingly transmitting the disease in the
coming months, with caves reopening by late spring. I guess only time will tell.
For those of you interested in learning more about it, NY Times just published (3/25) a
great summary article on it at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/25/science/25bats.html
and the US Fish and Wildlife has a Youtube video also describing WNS at
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/wns2.html
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A Hodge Podge of Articles from Your
Wonderful Secretary/ former VP*
by Ashley Corker
Things Not to Do on Hiking Trips
• Skipping breakfast and then decide to eat real quick 10 minutes before you start
hiking. Especially when the people you’re with decide they want to basically run
up the mountain. Possible side effects: side cramps and/or vomiting
• Avoiding food on hiking trips because you want to wait until you’re on your way
back after the summit to eat lunch. Possible side effects: passing out face first
into the snow, inability to generate heat in extremities
• Talk about how much bigger one guy’s knife is than another’s without explicitly
stating that you’re talking about the knives. Possible side effects: awkwardness
and embarrassment, but also a chance of hilarity.
Note: the above suggestions are given as a result of personal experiences of the author
Top 10 Reasons Why I’m Glad Scott Youmans Isn’t President Anymore
10. He won’t nag me to speak in front of the whole club at meetings
9. I’ll be called ‘Corky’ half as much (hopefully)
8. I won’t have to smell him when he’s had a hard day of skiing or hiking and hasn’t
had time for a shower.
7. No more “Corkerino.”
6. Less excitement at meetings about annual women’s gear guides for ROC mail.
5. No more “Corkster”
4. He won’t ask me what type of animal I’d be if I could be any animal, then make
fun of the way I flap my wings.
3. He won’t turn on the projector in my face without warning
2. My brownie pan won’t get bent after being thrown across the room violently
(whoops, wrong list).
1. He won’t barge into my apartment wearing nothing but shorts and his
president’s jacket.
Ashley’s Fantastic Cookie Recipe
-Go to the store and find the cookies in the refrigeration isle
-Pick out your favorite type of cookie – chocolate chip, sugar, peanut butter, etc
-Preheat oven according to instructions on package
-Cook for the minimum time listed on package, i.e. if instructed to bake for 10-12 min,
bake for 10 min.
-Remove from oven, let cool.
-Remove from baking sheet with spatula and enjoy!
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An Amazing Trip
by Jesse Kenyon
This past winter vacation I had the
opportunity to go hiking up the highest
mountain in New Hampshire – Mt.
Washington! My friend and I set off in the
evening from my home in Lebanon, NH,
about
2
hrs
southwest
of
the
Presidentials.
We arrived at Pinkham Notch Visitors
Center at about 9pm, signed in, geared
up, and began hiking. It was about a 2 hr
hike from there up to Hermit Lake
Shelters, where we spent the night. After
making up some orzo with alfredo sauce,
it was time to crawl into bed. It was a pretty frigid night, close
to zero with a quick wind. The hot nalgenes in our mummy
bags were enough to get us through the night though.
Awakening with the sun, the two of us were not very excited
to leave the warmth of our bags, but the mountain called.
Some scrambled eggs and oatmeal filled us up and we were
off.
The Lions head winter
trail was a very steep
climb up out of the tree
line. The clouds were
beginning to lift as we ascended further, and both of
us began to smile as we got out into the open,
treeless snowfields.
Another hour and we were on top, posing for the
camera. The Clouds were completely gone by then
and we couldn't have picked a better day to be up
at 6,288 ft! We could see for miles. Apparently
more people had predicted a good day as well,
because we passed about 20 people on the trails
that day.
On the way down we were able to make incredible
time by sliding the majority of the way, and using
our ice axes to steer through the trees. We arrived back at the car around dusk, beat
and sore, but very happy about our great hike.
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Word Search of caving terms
by Michael Chu
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Spring Break Skiing at Jay Peak
by Michael Chu
This year for spring break, I was determined to head down to West Virginia for some top
notch caving. Unfortunately, the mysterious white nose syndrome that affects bats
kicked into full gear at just about the worse possible time—mid February—making
northeast cavers basically outcasts to the caving communities elsewhere in the country.
As much as I wanted to go, it just wasn’t worth the risk—what if we actually were
spreading the disease around the country? Cavers elsewhere would never forgive us for
“contaminating” their backyards. Ramifications for bats everywhere would be too great a
risk, with the 90%+ bat death rate at infected sites. So reluctantly, the WV caving trip
was cancelled.
Now what to do for spring break? I decided to join a bunch of ROC alumni (& friends) in
what has turned out to be an annual weekend ski trip to Jay Peak.
In northern Vermont within a
stone’s throw of the Canadian
border, Jay is really quite a
magical place by northeast
mountain standards. They’re far
north enough to get snow
throughout the entire winter, and
is in the right location to get a lot
of it…some 382” of it so far this
year!
The weather on Friday was
perfect—crystal clear weather,
fresh snow the night before, and
temperatures in the low 30’s.
Really can’t get better than that.
Unlike most ski resorts closer to RPI, most resorts in northern Vermont do not mind
people going off trail. Tree skiing, cliff skiing are all game. Jay is no different, with official
glades all over the mountain as well as many unofficial areas that are worth heading
into.
We spent the entire day skiing in and out of trees, and with the good weather, decided
to try to ski back to our lodge from the mountain at the end of the day. Having looked
into this the night before, we knew it was 3 miles, and one should be able to get back
without having to go uphill… so off the back side of the mountain we went!
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The backside of Jay is in the shape of a bowl, and we had to get around to the far side.
With the extreme desire not to have to go uphill on alpine skiis, we traversed as much
as we could around the bowl with only a slight grade downhill. The trees were really
stubby and close together—clearly not a well traveled path. Thankfully the backside of
Jay had about as much snow as the resort side, so the eventual wipe out in this section
was well cushioned.
About halfway around the woods turned much friendlier, with some clear swaths
opening up and much more skiiable terrain. Some great backcountry skiing was had!
Once we got to the far side of the bowl, the terrain turned relatively flat (a tad bit
downhill) and was uneventful all the way back to the lodge. All in all, 2hrs to cover about
3.5 miles.
The weather Saturday morning
was just awful. Freezing rain all
night left a thick crust on most
of the groomed trails. Visibility
was so bad (see picture on
right—that’s the actual weather,
not a foggy lens) that you
literally couldn’t see the details
of the trail in front of you
(bumps, ruts, etc) as you
crunched through the crusty top
layer.
After a frustrating run or two, we
decided to hit the glades once
again. It couldn’t be any worse than the trail, could it??? Surprisingly, the glades turned
out to be nearly perfect---no fog, no crust, and no (other) people! Woohoo!
Apparently most other people
thought the weather was horrible
too. By 11AM the weekend crowd
had dwindled down to about the
same number of people on Friday.
We decided to stay because of the
decent conditions in the trees…plus
once you’re coated with a hardy
dose of freezing rain, additional
freezing rain really doesn’t bother
you much.
By mid-afternoon, the weather had
deteriorated to the point where the
cable on their main high speed
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quad lifts was slipping so badly that they had to first load every other chair, and then
eventually shut it down all together. An hour later, the wind picked up and they had to
shut down their 60 person tram. This essentially made it impossible for skiers to get to
the top of the mountain, causing some people to complain and get free ½ day tickets for
another day in the 2008 season.
All in all, it was another great year at Jay Peak. If you’re looking for a mountain with
beautiful views, great terrain for tree skiing, relatively cheap prices and within driving
distance from Troy---Jay Peak can’t be beat!

Wordsearch Solutions
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Ice Climbing!
by Scott Youmans
I’ve had a really fun winter getting into ice climbing. I love ice climbing because it
doesn’t really seem to make sense. Climb a frozen waterfall? Why? I can assure you,
when you’re up on a climb it is fun and definitely makes sense.

There are two popular misconceptions
that I think this picture puts to rest… First,
there is some decent ice climbing close
to campus. This is a picture of climbing
at Cohoes Falls which is less than 15
minutes away. Also, ice climbing is
something that anybody can pick up.
This is Jackie’s first day of climbing and
she’s doing a stellar job.

It has been cool to learn more
techniques this year. I’ve discovered
that, with good technique, ice climbing
is a lot easier than my initial brute
force method alluded to. Here, Vesna
is showing us how to improve our foot
placement technique by climbing an
easier route without axes.
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The wide array of beautiful scenery afforded by ice climbing is sweet. When the sun is
shining, and it’s not too, too cold, hanging out in the outdoors and enjoying the sights is
killer.
Pitchoff
Chapel Pond

Finally, I’ve met some really cool climbers with RPI groups and just random people at
the climbs. I think there’s more of a sense of community with the sport than many
others, and that’s pretty rad.

I enjoy belaying
Pat digs the hot chocolate.
I hope you’ve all had a good winter season, and if you haven’t checked out ice climbing,
you should!
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